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Important:

❗

We strongly recommend you to not only read this book but to try
everything yourself immediately. This helps strengthen your skills!

SwiftUI is still pretty new. This means that there can occur some bugs and

❗

it’s likely that Apple will update its framework more often than usual,
which can lead to some problems within the code used in this book.
However, whenever this is the case, this book will get updated as fast as
possible. You can always contact us if you have some problems,
suggestions or wishes!
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Dear Reader ♥
Chapter 1

Introduction

First things first: Thank you for purchasing this book! It means a lot
for us and helps us to keep up our work.
In this book, we take you by hand and explain to you everything
you need to know about SwiftUI to build your own, beautiful iOS

• What SwiftUI is

applications. And all that as fast as never before!

• What you should know before
learning SwiftUI

We start by explaining the fundamentals of how SwiftUI works and

• What you need for running SwiftUI

immediately get our hands dirty with building our first SwiftUI
apps.
We try to teach you everything step-by-step and as simple as
possible. We tried to include as much code, illustrations etc. as
possible so that you understand everything in depth!
For every app we build in this book, we link the whole source code
at the end of each chapter, so check it out if you get stuck. Of
course, you can always write us a message if anything is unclear!

What is SwiftUI #
SwiftUI was announced by Apple at the WWDC19 and is
described as "an innovative, exceptionally simple way to
build user interfaces across all Apple platforms with the
power of Swift”. And that’s true, with SwiftUI it’s surprisingly
simple to build apps just like you imagine them to look.
As a comparison: Until now, the most common way to
build iOS apps was to use storyboards. Simplified, you
created the UI by dragging and dropping, arranging and
constraining elements and by connecting them to your
code. But to see the final result you were forced to
compile and run your app every time you made some
changes.
Due to the fact that you had two sides that can easily differ
from the each other, the storyboard UI on the one hand
and the code on the other, this approach often led to bugs
or crashes.

Building apps with old-school storyboards often leads to lack of visual
feedback, bugs and frustration.

With SwiftUI, Apple introduced a new framework that
works completely different. Instead of having two separate
layers to work with, the UI and the code, SwiftUI merges
them together. This gets clear when you look at the
approach of how SwiftUI works.

SwiftUI follows a declarative syntax approach, meaning that we describe in code how our interface should look

With SwiftUI you use code to describe how your app

code. And that’s the great power of SwiftUI! Everything you

should look like! With the new syntax, you just describe

write down gets instantly reflected in your live preview. No

how your interface should look like and what it should do.

more time-intense run & compile workflow anymore!

Look at the image above. You see that every part of the UI,
the map, the circled image and the texts, is described by

Everything you describe within your code get’s instantly
displayed to you!

And that’s not all: You can even manipulate the UI inside
the live preview itself. For example, you can drop and drag
another text object or manipulate the color of a certain
object, as we’ll see later. Every change in the live preview
also affects your code and vice versa!
This new workflow saves us a lot of time and makes appbuilding much more simple. And because code and UI are
always linked and depended, you don’t have to worry
about broken outlets and actions anymore.

Personal requirements %
Although we try to explain everything as easy possible and
always step-by-step, we recommend you to be at least
familiar with the Swift programming language. However,
you don't have to be a professional programmer to
understand and apply what you will learn in this book. If
you are a beginner, we recommend you to read our free
Swift 5 Programming for Beginners eBook!
By the way, you don’t necessarily need to be familiar with
building iOS apps using UIKit, although it could give you a

Technical requirements for running
SwiftUI $

slight advantage when we talk about interfacing with UIKit

SwiftUI got shipped with Xcode 11, which you can

But enough talking, let’s get our hands dirty and start

download for free from the Mac App Store. Note that
SwiftUI is only compatible with running at least MacOS
Catalina (beta).

and SwiftUI. But don’t worry when you don’t know what
we’re talking about right now!

building some awesome SwiftUI apps!

Before we are getting started with creating our first SwiftUI
projects, let’s take a quick tour through Xcode.

Chapter 2

Introduction
TO Xcode 11
• Getting to know Apple’s in-house
IDE
• How Xcode is structured
• How to create app projects

If you are already familiar with Xcode and worked with it before,
feel free to skip this chapter. However, if you are completely new to
iOS development, make sure you read this chapter carefully since
it’s crucial for learning iOS app development!

What is Xcode used for?
Xcode is Apple's in-house IDE (integrated development
environment). When you develop iOS apps, it is the software you
work with most often. Therefore, it is very important to have a
profound knowledge of Xcode and to master the basics from
scratch.
In Xcode you set up the user interface of your app, organize and
write the code that makes your app run. Xcode also offers you the
possibility to run and test your app on a virtual simulator on your
Mac (and of course on a real iOS device).

Creating an Xcode Project and
choosing the User Interface

Fortunately, the interface is designed pretty straight
forward. The interface you see now basically consists of 5
sections:

To get in touch with the IDE, just open Xcode and click on
"Create a new Xcode Project" (by the way: "Playgrounds",
the option below creating a new project, is an option to
test new concepts and ideas quickly and easily, here you
can read more about it). Next, click on "Single View App“,
then on "Next" and give your app any name you want.
At this point, you can choose which User Interface mode
you want to work with. You can either use SwiftUI or
Storyboards. Because we are working SwiftUI in this book,
always choose SwiftUI as the User Interface for the projects
we are going to create.

Understanding the Interface &
To understand the basic layout of Xcode, create a new
Single View app by using SwiftUI, as we described above.
What you see now may feel a bit overwhelming. Don't
worry, this feeling is perfectly fine and will pass when you
understand the basics of how Xcode is constructed.

The five main sections are: The Toolbar(1), the Navigator
Area(2), the Editor Area(3), the Utility Area(4), and the
Debug Area(5). Let’s take a quick look at each of them!

Creating a SwiftUI Project Chapter 3

Getting started
with swiftui
• Creating our first SwiftUI project

Let’s dive right into it and start creating our first SwiftUI project. For
doing this, open Xcode 11 and click on “Create a new Xcode
project”. Select “Single View App” as the application type and click
on Next. Now you can give the project any name you want, in this
example, we choose “SwiftUIStarter” as the Product Name. Make
sure that SwiftUI is selected as the User Interface type. When you
click on Next, you can choose where you want to save your project.
Now you can finally create the Xcode project!

• Basic concepts of how SwiftUI
works

Xcode should open the default ContentView.swift file. If not, just

• Introducing Views, Stacks and
modifiers

Now you see a split-screen. The left side is the SwiftUI code we use

click on it in Xcode’s navigator section on the left side.

to build our app’s interface. This code consists of two blocks:

• The View struct: This struct is the place where we write our code
for building up our app. You see that the struct itself contains a
body property. Inside this body, we create all the components
we need for our UI, arrange and modify them.

• The Previews struct: This struct then renders the View with its
body and displays it in the Preview Simulator on the right screen.

Every time you make some changes within your View struct,
the Previews struct notices and displays the updated the
View inside the live preview!
At default, Xcode inserts a Text object inside the View’s
body, reading “Hello World”. Let’s modify this object by
changing its string to “My first SwiftUI app”.

You can add a modifier to an object like this:
Text("My first SwiftUI app")
.font(.largeTitle)

In this example, we choose the .largeTitle option. To see all
the other options, you can delete the code inside the
braces and just write an “.”, which shows you all available
text styles. Feel free to try them out!

Text("My first SwiftUI app”)

You see that this change gets instantly reflected in the live
preview. Awesome!
Note: If the Preview Simulator is not running yet click on
the "Resume" button in the upper right corner. Usually,
changes are adopted automatically, but sometimes,
especially when larger changes are made, clicking the
Resume button gets necessary.

Modifying views .

Okay, we saw how we can add modifiers by writing code.
But the cool thing in SwiftUI is, that we can also do this
directly in our live preview. CMD-click on the Text object in
the simulator and click on „Show Inspector". Here we can

Let’s say we want our Text to be of a larger font. We can
easily do this by applying a modifier to it. As the name says,
modifiers are used to modify view objects in SwiftUI. There
are a lot of them and by going through this book you will
meet the very most!

adjust the object, for instance change the text type.
We can also apply new modifiers via the preview. To do
this, click on the right “+”-symbol on the right side of the
Xcode toolbar.

What we’ll create Chapter 9

Onboarding
screen

In this post, we will learn how to create an onboarding screen in
SwiftUI. By doing this we learn a lot about interfacing with UIKit in
SwiftUI. In this part, we will create our onboarding screen by
implementing an UIPageViewController with feeding it with SwiftUI
views. By doing this, we will learn how to integrate
UIViewControllers into SwiftUI and how to transform SwiftUI Views

• Creating a beautiful landing page
for your app
• Interfacing with UIKit
• Implementing a Page View
Controller

into UIViewControllers!

The app should show three pages which the user can swipe
through. Each page shows an own image and text. The user
should also have the option to go to the next page by tapping
on a button. Additionally, we want to implement a dotted control
that indicates the user which page is currently being shown.
To get started, create a new Xcode project. After creating the
project, import the images into your Assets.xassets folder and
make sure you name them correctly.

Our app’s architecture >
Before diving into the code, let’s discuss our onboarding app’s
architecture.
It simply consists of one single SwiftUI Content View, called
OnboardingView. This content view contains two SwiftUI Text
objects and an "arrow" Button. But it also contains a
UIPageViewController (which is part of the UIKit), which itself
contains three different subviews. The subviews are plain SwiftUI
views, but which need to be transformed into UIViewControllers
because the embedded UIPageViewControllers only accepts
UIViewControllers. In addition to that, the OnboardingView
contains an UIPageControl to indicate the current page that’s
displayed, which is also part of the UIKit framework.

For creating this SwiftUI-UIKit synergy based app, it’s best

Next, insert an Image object with passing the imageString

practice to go from detail to general, meaning that we start

variable. To properly frame the image, also add some

with creating our subviews, which we then use to feed our

modifiers.

UIPageViewController.

Creating the subviews 4
As you saw in the graphic above, the subviews are of a very
simple composition. They only consist of one overall
image. We could create one single SwiftUI view for every
subview but in this example, it’s more efficient to compose
a single one and initialise it multiple times with different
images.

Now we need to update our previews struct for showing a
sample image.
struct Subview_Previews: PreviewProvider {
static var previews: some View {
Subview(imageString: "meditating")
}
}

This is how your subview should look like now:

So let’s create a File-New-File, select SwiftUI view and click
on "Next", name it Subview and then click on "Create".
As said, we want to dynamically display different images
when initialising this view later on. So let's declare a
variable imageString for this purpose.
struct Subview: View {
var imageString: String

}

Image(imageString)
.resizable()
.aspectRatio(contentMode: .fill)
.clipped()

var body: some View {
//...
}

That’s all! Theoretically, we could now use this view for

struct OnboardingView: View {

creating our subviews.

var subviews = [

But as said, we can’t directly use SwiftUI views for feeding a

]

UIPageViewController. Instead, we first need to transform

var body: some View {
Text("Test")
}

them into UIViewControllers.

Transforming SwiftUI Views into
UIViewControllers 0

}

Because our UIPageViewcontroller will only accept
UIViewControllers we have to transform our subviews into
them. We can do this by declaring an UIHostingController

But first, we have to create our onboarding view, especially
for holding our UIPageViewController, as you saw in the
App’s hierarchy graphic above. To do this, create a new
SwiftUI file named OnboardingView.
As mentioned, the OnboardingView will be the place to
embed our UIPageViewController in.
Because of this, it’s also the right place to initialise our
subviews for passing them to the UIPageViewController
(which we will create in a moment). So let’s create an array
for storing our subviews in:

for every subview respectively. UIHostingControllers are
used for wrapping SwiftUI views in order to use them within
the UIKit framework.
var subviews = [
UIHostingController(rootView:
Subview(imageString: "meditating")),
UIHostingController(rootView:
Subview(imageString: "skydiving")),
UIHostingController(rootView:
Subview(imageString: "sitting"))
]

At this point, you can delete the default ContentView.swift
file since we won’t need it anymore. But then we have to
set our OnboardingView as the root view when the app
launches. Again, we do this within the scene function inside
the scenedelegate.swift file.

What we’ll create Chapter 10

To-Do App

In this post, we will learn how to create a fully functional to-do app.
By doing this we will learn how to store data permanently using
CoreData. CoreData is a framework especially used to „to save
your application’s permanent data for offline use“. We will see how

• Learning how to store data
persistently by using CoreData

to use this framework in SwiftUI to retrieve and save data.

• How to set and access systemwide setting using environment
keys

view listing up the tasks to be done with one row to add a new

• Retrieving items using the
@FetchRequest property wrapper
• Creating a list with dynamic and
static rows

Let’s take a look at how our app should look: It should have one
task.

And there’s one view listing up all tasks that are already

double-click on the created Entity and rename it to

marked as done.

ToDoItems.

We’ll start by defining the data model for our To-Do’s, then

We need to know the following information about each

we will compose our UI for displaying them and eventually

item: The title of the task (for example „going for a walk“),

use CoreData to fetch and save our to-do items.

when it was created, and whether it’s already done or not.

But first, we have to set up our project. As always, we start

Therefore add an attribute taskTitle of the type string to it.

with creating a new Xcode 11 project.

To do this, click on the plus sign below the attributes

Choose Single View app and click on Next. At this point,
make sure you checkmark „Use Core Data“. This creates
and modifies the files we need for using CoreData in
SwiftUI.
Then you can go ahead to creating your project as usual.

Defining our data model '
In the project navigator, you can see a xcdatamodeld file.
Here you can create and manage the entities of your
CoreData data model. If you are not familiar with Entities:
You can think of an entity as a class, and an attribute, as a
property of that class. The only entity we need for our app
is for holding the different to do items. Create the entity by
clicking on the large plus sign at the bottom and then

section and give it the name taskTitle. At the Type column
select String. Also, create an attribute createdAt of the type
Data and a boolean attribute called taskDone.

What we’ll create Chapter 11

REALTIME
CHAT APP
• How to work with realtime
databases like Firebase in SwiftUI
• How to implement a Notification
Center and listen to system
notifications
• Storing small pieces of data by
using UserDefaults

In this chapter, we’ll learn how to communicate to a server with
SwiftUI by building our own chat app. We’ll use the firebase
realtime-database for storing and retrieving our messages. We are
going to create one massive chat channel every user can
participate in. Every message in our chat app is marked with the
sender’s username. If the message is sent by the user itself it gets
displayed on the right side, if it’s from another user it gets
displayed on the left side. When the user opens the app for the
first time, we present a login screen where he can select his
username. Here’s how our app will look:

The starter project

ViewRouter as an Environment Object, just like you learned

We prepared a starter project for you. Let’s take a quick

Let’s take a look at the scene function inside the

tour through the code, to see what’s already set up.

SceneDelegate.swift file. We use the MotherView as the

When we open the starter project, we see that we have two
different content SwiftUI views. The ChatScreen, where we
will compose our chat UI and a LoginScreen where the user
can select his username.
Let’s take a look at the ChatScreen. You see that it simply
consists of a VStack, containing some Texts, a TextField
where the user can enter his username and a button to
login. The button calls the signIn function, which grabs the
usernameInput and sets it at the UserDefault by using the
„username“ key. UserDefaults are used for storing and
retrieving small pieces of data. You can store data by
assigning them to a certain key which you can call again for

in Chapter 8.

root view. Depending on whether the user has already
chosen a username, which we know by checking if there’s a
value assigned to the UserDefaults username key, we
either initialize the LoginScreen or ChatScreen via our
ViewRouter. So when the user launches the app for the first
time, the LoginScreen will be presented to him. When he
opens the app again, we directly present the ChatScreen to
him, since we already know his username.
Let’s try this out by running the app. Choose a username
and tap on login. This navigates us to our, currently plain,
ChatScreen. Now stop and run the app again. You see that
we are directly navigated to the ChatScreen!

retrieving the stored data (you’ll see how to do this in a

Hint: If you want to choose another username after

moment). For more information about UserDefaults, check

launching the app the fi rst time, just reinstall it.

out this post.
For navigation purposes, the LoginScreen and the
ChatScreen are both hold by the MotherView using the

That’s all that’s already set up. Now we can start coding up
our chat app!

Our message data model '
For every message that we send or receive, we have to
know the following: What’s the content of the message?
What’s the sender’s username? Is the message sent by us?
For holding this information about each message, we’re
going to create a suitable data model. So let’s create a new
Swift file and name it ChatMessage. Let’s implement the
according attributes. We also create a messageID property
to identify each message, but we’ll simply assign it to an
UUID instance every time we initialize a ChatMessage,
which automatically guarantees us that each message
object has a unique identifier.
class ChatMessage {
let
let
let
let

messageText: String
username: String
isMe: Bool
messageId = UUID()

}

Let’s create the according init function.

init(messageText: String, username: String,
isMe: Bool) {
self.messageText = messageText
self.username = username
self.isMe = isMe
}

Great, that’s all we need for our chat message’s data
model!
Let’s create some sample messages we can use for
composing our UI. Declare an array containing some
messages below your ChatMessage class:
let sampleConversation = [
ChatMessage(messageText: "Hello how are
you?", username: "Me", isMe: true),
ChatMessage(messageText: "I'm fine and y
ou?", username: "Another user", isMe:
false),
ChatMessage(messageText: "I'm fine as well.
Thanks for asking. What are you doing
right now?", username: "Me", isMe: true)
]

Now we are ready to compose our chat screen’s UI!

Each ChatMessage object is presented by its own row, containing the sender’s username, the message’s content and indicating through its position and color wether
the message was sent by the user himself or by another user

Composing the chat rows .

struct ChatRow: View {
var message: ChatMessage

Each ChatMessage object should be represented by its
own row. So let’s start with defining the look of these rows.
To do this, create a new SwiftUI file and name it ChatRow.
We’ll use instances of this view later inside our ChatScreen
to display the whole conversation.
Each row needs to be provided with a chat message, so we
insert into our ChatRow:

}

var body: some View {
Text("Hello World!")
}

We choose the second object inside our
sampleConversation array for our previews struct to
present a message sent by another user.
struct ChatRow_Previews: PreviewProvider {
static var previews: some View {
ChatRow(message: sampleConversation[1])
}
}

What we’ll create Chapter 12

Photo filter app

In this chapter, we will learn how to create a Photo Filter app. We
will add an image picker so that the user can choose the photo to
edit from his gallery or take a new one. We will also learn how to
use the Core Image framework to apply our own filters to the
photo the user want to edit.

• How to access the device’s image
gallery and camera in SwiftUI to
retrieve and save photos
• Working with Core Image to
create photo filter effects
• Practicing Observable and
Environment Objects

This is how our app should look at the end:

… and the .sheet modifier in our ContentView:
.sheet(isPresented: $showPhotoGrid) {
PhotoGrid(latitudeToSearchFor:
(self.currentAnnotation?.coordinate.latitude)!,
longitudeToSearchFor:
(self.currentAnnotation?.coordinate.longitude)!)
}

Note: As an exception we can force-unwrap here, because
we can be sure that an annotation exists (without it the
ImageGrid cannot be opened!).
Back to our PhotoGrid: We want to start the download
process when the PhotoGrid appears. When it gets closed
again we want to remove all images and their URLs from
the downloadManager.
var body: some View {
GeometryReader { geometry in
//...
}
.onAppear(perform: {
self.downloadManager.startDownload(flickrURL:
generateFlickrURL(latitude:
self.latitudeToSearchFor, longitude:
self.longitudeToSearchFor, numberOfPhotos:
40))
})
.onDisappear(perform: {
self.downloadManager.clean()
})
}

Okay, the big moment has come. Run the app, drop a pin
and tap on it. The PhotoGrid opens and after a few
moments, we see the pictures downloaded by using the
Flickr API! Hint: You may need to scroll a bit for the QGrid
to display the images after the download process is
complete.

With the help of the generated request URL, we receive a

If not all images are downloaded yet, we show the

JSON, which we parse and by using the extracted

progress bar instead. The bar's UI consists of two

information we generate the URLs for the different images.

rectangles stacked on top of each other. The width of the

These are then used to download the images and

blue rectangle should depend on how many percent have

eventually update the PhotoGrid via the @Published

been loaded. At the moment we use the constant 0.5,

imagesFetched property. That's pretty cool, but we don't

representing that half of all images are downloaded yet.

want the user to gaze at a blank screen until all images are
downloaded. Therefore we'll implement a progress bar in
the next step!

Implementing a progress bar ⏳
While the downloadManager of our PhotoGrid is
downloading the images, we want to present a progress
bar to the user. Therefore we wrap our existing QGrid into

if self.downloadManager.imagesFetched {
//...
} else {
ZStack(alignment: .leading) {
RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 20)
.foregroundColor(.gray)
.frame(width: 320, height: 12)
RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 20)
.foregroundColor(.blue)
.frame(width: 320*CGFloat(0.5), height:
12)
}
}

a VStack and show it only if all images are already

If we now take a look at the preview canvas, we see our bar

successfully downloaded.

indicating a download progress of 50 percent.

GeometryReader { geometry in
VStack {
if self.downloadManager.imagesFetched {
QGrid(self.downloadManager.imageCells,
columns: 2, vSpacing: 0, hSpacing: 0,
vPadding: 0, hPadding: 0, content: { cell
in
//...
})
}
}
}

In order to always know how many of the images are
already downloaded, we go to our DownloadManager and
add another @Published property below our
imagesFetched property.
@Published var percentLoaded = 0.0

ZStack(alignment: .leading) {
RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 20)
//...
RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 20)
//...
.frame(width:
320*CGFloat(self.downloadManager.percentLoaded),
height: 12)
}

In our retrieveImages function, we can now specify that the

Cool! When we now run the app, a progress bar is

percentLoaded value should increase with each

displayed while the images are being downloaded.

downloaded image.
Alamofire.request(url).responseImage { (response) in
//...
self.imageCells.append(ImageCell(image:
Image(uiImage: image)))
withAnimation() {
self.percentLoaded =
Double(self.imageCells.count)/
Double(self.imageURLs.count)
}
//...
}

Finally, we have to write in our clean function that the
percentLoaded value should be reset as well.
func clean() {
//...
percentLoaded = 0.0
}

In the progress bar of our PhotoGrid, we can now refer to
the percentLoaded value of the downloadManager.

No images found (❓
Although we are almost finished with our app, we are not
yet prepared for every eventuality. Imagine the user selects
a place where there are no photos available (which should
be very rare). In this case, the user is permanently shown a
blank screen and waits in vain for something to happen. So
in this case, we have to indicate that no photos were found
and tell the user that he should try another place.
But this is quite simple if we consider that in this case two
conditions are given. First, the download process is
complete and therefore the imagesFetched value is true.
Second, the imageCells array is empty. If both conditions
are met, we want to show an alternative screen in the
VStack of our PhotoGrid. Only if these conditions are not
given, we show the QGrid or the progress bar instead.
Therefore we write:

if self.downloadManager.imagesFetched &&
self.downloadManager.imageCells.isEmpty {
VStack {
Image(systemName: "questionmark")
.resizable()
.aspectRatio(contentMode: .fit)
.frame(width: geometry.size.width/12,
height: geometry.size.width/8)
Text("No photos found at this location ):")
.padding()
}
} else if self.downloadManager.imagesFetched {
//...
} else {
ZStack(alignment: .leading) {
//...
}
}

If the user now selects a place where there are no photos
(e.g. in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean), the following
information gets displayed:

CONCLUSION
Great, we just finished creating our City Explorer App. And
damn, we learned a lot of stuff!
We dived into working with maps in SwiftUI, learned how
to access the user’s location and how to let the user drop a
pin annotation at a certain location. We then used the
geographical coordinates of this location to search for
photos that were shot by Flickr users in a certain radius
around this place.
We use the Flickr API to download these photos and
present them inside a collection view. While the photos are
being downloaded, we are presenting a progress bar
indicating how many photos have already been fetched!
You can find the full source code of the app here.

